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Key Topics What Investors Should Know

1

Upcoming Event

2

3

Keep an eye on whether the Federal Reserve announces 
a 25 basis point (bps) rate hike or holds interest rates at 
the current level. 

Federal Open Market Committee 
(FOMC) policy meeting 3

MAY

A LOOK AT THIS MONTH

The economic cycle is always moving through 
peaks and troughs. Investors should be 
prepared for both. 
u Bull market periods can last a long time, while

bear market periods are usually shorter. Even
though current markets reflect slow growth and
poor performance, market sentiment can turn
positive quickly.

u Certain asset classes may be favoured at different
points of the economic cycle. Investors with risk
appetite can prepare for the recovery phase, as
the contraction period will not last forever.

!

There are early signs that higher interest 
rates are placing pressure on the United 
States economy, and growth is expected 
to slow further this year.
u Yields on long-duration US Treasury bonds have

fallen below shorter-duration ones. This unusual
phenomenon, called an inverted yield curve,
sometimes precedes a recession.

u US bank lending standards have tightened
significantly and are expected to tighten further
due to recent banking sector troubles. This tends
to happen before the onset of a recession.

What recession 
indicators are 
telling us

Frequently released 
economic indicators 
offer timely clues 
about the economy

Investors can look at different indicators 
to gauge a country’s economic health.  
Economic data with frequent releases  
are preferred because they offer 
timely updates.
u Some economic indicators are showing warning

signs, but the service sector, job market and
consumer confidence are still healthy.

u Data from key cyclical sectors also do not look
worrisome at the moment, supporting our view
that any recession would be mild.

Investors can 
consider positioning 
for the next 
market upcycle
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Topic 1

What recession indicators are telling us
With recent troubles in the banking sector and higher interest 
rates placing pressure on the United States economy, there 
appears to be a greater possibility of the US entering a 
recession. We look at what some indicators are telling us.

2- and 10-year US Treasury yield spread reaches deepest level of 
inversion since 1980s (%)

Figure 1A

Treasury yield curve spread
Periods of recession

Spread during hiking cycles

*Yield curve is inverted when yield spread falls below 0%

Net percentage of US banks tightening lending standards (%)

Figure 1B
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Commercial and industrial loans for large and middle-market firms

1Q23: 44.8%
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1 Investors are usually rewarded with higher yields when 
holding bonds with longer maturities, resulting in an 
upward sloping yield curve. This is because longer-
duration bonds factor in the risk of inflation and 
default over time. When yields on long-maturity bonds 
fall below those of shorter maturities, it results in an 
inverted yield curve. An inverted yield curve indicates 
that markets are not optimistic about the future and 
sometimes precedes a recession. 

2  As shown in Figure 1A, when the yield curve inverts, a 
recession tends to follow after some time. However, 
investors should keep in mind that this is not always 
the case. There have been situations when the curve 

inverted but no recession occurred. Nonetheless, the 
current level of inversion has reached the deepest 
level since the 1980s, signalling the risk of a recession 
ahead.

3 Various sentiment surveys show how expectations 
are changing. One of them is bank lending 
standards. When lending standards are tightened, 
it is harder to borrow money. This tends to happen 
before the onset of a recession. As shown in Figure 
1B, lending conditions have tightened meaningfully 
since the second quarter of 2022, and we expect 
them to tighten further due to recent troubles in the 
banking sector.
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Topic 2

Frequently released economic indicators 
offer timely clues about the economy
There are many economic indicators that investors can look at 
to gauge if an economy is in a recession. Economic data that 
have frequent releases offer a more up-to-date reflection of the 
current environment.
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Figure 2B

Residential investment (as a % of GDP) falls below long-term average (%)
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Source:  FactSet, J.P. Morgan Asset Management.

Some economic indicators have triggered a “red flag”

Figure 2A

Source:  Bloomberg Finance L.P., FactSet, J.P. Morgan Asset Management.
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Broad indicators

are flashing warning signs (red flag), consumer and 
labour markets appear to be in good shape for now. 

3 Another way to assess the health of the US economy 
is by looking at key cyclical sectors. Residential 
investment and business fixed investment levels, light 
vehicle sales and the business inventory-to-sales 
ratio can show overheating or economic bubbles. For 
the time being, none of these look worrisome, 
supporting our view that any recession would be a 
mild one. The only sector that looks troubled is 
residential investment. Figure 2B shows that US 
residential investment (as of 4Q2022) has fallen 
sharply to 4% of GDP, below the long-term average 
of 4.4%. This is mainly due to higher mortgage rates. 

1 The technical definition of a recession is two 
consecutive quarters of negative GDP growth. In the 
US, the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) 
officially determines whether the country is in recession 
based on several economic indicators. The problem is 
that by the time an announcement is made, the actual 
start date of the recession has long passed.

2 Investors can also look at other data to gauge a 
country’s economic health. Economic data with 
frequent releases are preferred for timeliness. In Figure 
2A, which lists several important economic indicators, 
a red flag means the indicator is signalling a higher 
recession risk. Although the Conference Board Leading 
Economic Index* and ISM Manufacturing New Orders 

*Conference Board Leading Economic Index comprises forward-looking indicators from different areas of economic activity to provide a broad-based view of the health of the economy.
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Topic 3

Investors can consider positioning for 
the next market upcycle
Even though recession risks are rising, investors need not 
panic. Keep in mind that the economic cycle is always moving 
through peaks and troughs, and we should be prepared  
for both.

Bull markets can last a long time while bear markets are usually shorter (%)
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Figure 3A

Source: FactSet, Standard & Poor’s, J.P. Morgan Asset Management.
A bear market represents a 20% or more decline from the previous market high; a bull market represents a 20% increase from a market trough. Charts and labels refer to price return. 
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current and future results.
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Figure 3B

Where we are in the economic cycle We are here

Recovery
• Economic activity rebounds

• Corporate earnings grow

• Monetary/fiscal policy
 is easy

Expansion
• Economic growth slows  

 but stay positive

• Monetary policy neutral

• Credit spreads tighten

Contraction
• Economic activity falls

• Corporate earnings contract

• Monetary policy eases

Slowdown
• Economic activity moderates

• Corporate earnings disappoint

• Monetary policy tightens

1 As shown in Figure 3A, investors should note that bull 
markets can last a long time while bear markets are 
usually shorter. The worst-performing days of a market 
often occur quite close to its best-performing days as 
the market rallies. Even though current markets reflect 
slow growth and poor performance, market sentiment 
can turn positive quickly.

2  Even though certain asset classes may be favoured at 
different points of the economic cycle, stay diversified to 
protect yourselves from large losses which may result 
from overexposure in any area. The economic cycle in 
Figure 3B shows the overall state of the economy as it 
goes through four stages in a cyclical pattern: recovery, 

expansion, slowdown, and contraction. Investors with 
the appropriate risk appetite can gradually increase 
allocation to stocks after the downturn to benefit from 
the next upcycle. Economic slowdowns or contractions 
typically do not last forever.  

      3  At this point in time, increase allocation to bonds over 
stocks given the rising probability of a recession later 
in the year. Although neither the US nor developed 
markets are in recession yet, investors who have a 
higher risk appetite can start thinking about 
positioning for recovery once the impending 
contraction is over.



IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMERS:

The information contained in this publication is given on a general basis without obligation and is strictly for information purposes only. 
This publication is not intended to be, and should not be regarded as, an offer, recommendation, solicitation or advice to buy or sell any 
investment or insurance product and shall not be transmitted, disclosed, copied or relied upon by any person for whatever purpose. Any 
description of investment or insurance products, if any, is qualified in its entirety by the terms and conditions of the investment or insurance 
product and if applicable, the prospectus or constituting document of the investment or insurance product. Nothing in this publication 
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about issues discussed herein.

The information contained in this publication, including any data, projections and underlying assumptions, are based on certain 
assumptions, management forecasts and analysis of known information and reflects prevailing conditions as of the date of the publication, 
all of which are subject to change at any time without notice. Although every reasonable care has been taken to ensure the accuracy and 
objectivity of the information contained in this publication, United Overseas Bank (Malaysia) Bhd (“UOB Malaysia”) and its employees 
make no representation or warranty of any kind, express, implied or statutory, and shall not be responsible or liable for its completeness 
or accuracy. As such, UOB Malaysia and its employees accept no liability for any error, inaccuracy, omission or any consequence or any 
loss/damage howsoever suffered by any person, arising from any reliance by any person on the views expressed or information contained 
in this publication.
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choose not to seek such advice, you should consider whether the investment or insurance product in question is suitable for you.

This material issued by United Overseas Bank (Malaysia) Bhd may be based in full or part on information sourced from J.P. Morgan Asset 
Management and may not represent views of the source in its entirety. Such information is educational in nature, should not be construed 
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